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An illustration of the mechanical set-up of the

~evice

·~
;.

is required, provided of course new matter is not introduced.
Uere electrical diagrams are not considered sufficient.

The claims·

are all rejected as baaed on· an inadequate disclosure.
Claim 2 is rejected as failing to define the invention
properly in the "means" of lines

7 and 8.

In these lines "signi-

ficance .of energizat1on" is not under3tood.

If

~his

means that

the user may think of "9" for example as meaning one thing at one
occasion of use, as for example a date albd at another an amount
of money this is of ho patentable consequence, since like the
same number used on an ordinary typewriter-or hand written it
can mean whatever the user wants it to mean.

I "means for varying

the significance" is a statement of function or purpose and ,..,lhateifer
"varying the significa,tion" may mean the structure is not sufficiently
set out in

th~_urpose

disclosed.

rrhe claim is therefore further

rejected.
Cla:i.m 5 is rejected as indefinite in line 2 nor the like"
a.nd is therefore rejected.
Claims 1-5 all set out a series of avdtches and then
another switch.

Just what essential difference there is between any

of the switches of a series and another switch is not seen.
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claims are rejected on Hebern in which the last switch in the
cascade is "another switchn and the preceding switches are
the "series".
T~e

claims are all directed to a device of the character

described and this is described as being an a.uthe:nticator.
what·re~pect

In

an authenticator differs from an_ordinary

crytographic means such a.s Rebern' s is not stated and since

Hebern'a device could be used f'or such a purpose the claims
are again

reject~d

as failing to define

proper~y

and as

unpatenta.ble over Eebern, and a.lso as un,Jatentable over any

of the other devices cited.
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